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Harold Farmer

TORTOISE

A look-out for all weather,
marauding baboon, fire, or the black sky
of armoured cars:
he leans into the night.
The sky is proximate, heavy,
his immediate neighbourhood,
and he drags it on his back.
Over there the village is sleeping.
Cooking pots, tumbled over, are cold.
A few bodies, feet extended,
reluctantly heave.
Tortoise is a delicacy.
He must not be mistaken for the real thing.
He is an old hat blown by the wind,
a tune almost forgotten, a spell
somehow unfolding the limitless future.
He trembles. H e is alive
in his emptiness, his claws scraping
on pebbles and dry grass, the stars
cataracting over his rough back.
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CHAMELEON

When I walk across this hill side, composed
of crumbling granite, and notice the stars,
auroras, constellations of lichen:
dove's wings spreading in circles through clouds
of deeper grey, ochre tumescences burning
with a slow fire across the patient mirror,
and the sea green and chartreuse transporting
the stone into a sunburst in midair,
I know that I am not a man. My footsteps
have taken dictation from the chameleon.
Tentatively he lifts his two-toed limb,
like a pincer, like a hand, fit for clasping
the stems of bushes and restraining himself
as he restores his body to the mountain, kindling
its colours on the palette of his skin, and suffering
no lesion in the sequence of his desires.
Twin boulders, perched on top of the hill, rock
in the wind. Neither eye nor hand can catch
their colours because of the light that streams
around them, collapsing retinal images
and handholds, slightest purchases
of flesh on reality. Only
the chameleon scales the rock with his skin,
discovering himself in filaments of fire.
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